
We really prefer to be 
part of the change

CONNECTAINER

A REVOLUTION IN YOUR LOGISTIC

Who likes to be a follower? 



Work to improve 

EFFICIENCY

Keep STANDARD as 

much as you can

Be

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

Make the things 

SIMPLE

Connectainer

PILLARS



Connectainer   is 

EFFICIENT
HUGE IMPACT IN THE CONTAINER IMBALANCE
Over 24% of worldwide containers moved every year are EMPTY.
With only a 15% of CONNECTAINER in your stock could reduce a
80% the container imbalance in the route*

YOU MANAGE YOUR STOCK
Forget about saying …“I don’t have equipment for your cargo”…
Only connect or disconnect to have 20 or 40 feet, depending of
your customer demand

IMPROVE YOUR OPERATIONS
Less quantity of empty units means less operation time, less stay
at ports and less vessels used for empty repositioning

* Information based in own calculations, and depending of factors as quantity of stock, correct use, etc.. . Ask for more information about how we get this numbers.



Connectainer   is

STANDARD
NORMAL REPARATION
Build with standard pieces, you can repair with same
providers and cost that current units, anywhere!!

RESISTANT
Same specifications as a current 20 or 40 feet
container standards, with only few improvements

MAINTENANCE
Durability of the electronic is assured, even in salt
environment. Anyway we have consider an annual cost
of maintenance that is totally covered with the savings

EASY SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
Only few changes in the EDI messages from Depots are
enough for controlling when and where the units are
joined or separated, assuring the traceability



Connectainer   is

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY
HUGE EMMISSIONS REDUCTION
A minimum of 6Kg/TEU CO2 is expended at port during
handling operations. Even not having in account the
empty transport emissions footprint, a huge reduction
in PORT EMISSIONS can be achieved with the reuse of
the empty units as 20 or 40

MARKETING ASSET
More a more, Customer are giving priority to
collaboration with eco-friendly companies in their
logistic

NEW REGULATIONS ACOMPLISHMENT
IMO strategy is focused in reduction of CO2 emissions
in further years. CONNECTAINER could help to
accomplish with the target fixed, without a huge
investment



Connectainer    is 

SIMPLE…

NO BATTERIES NEEDED
As there is NO CONSUMPTION. Our resistant E-ink display
technology makes possible to avoid continuous powering
needs

UNIQUE NUMBER, ALWAYS
You will accomplish with all worldwide customs
regulations, as units will always have 1 number, unique
and unrepeated

“PLUG AND PLAY”
Easy to connect or disconnect. Around 35 minutes with 2
persons is enough to have your units ready, and the
numbering change automatically

INCREASING CUSTOMS SECURITY
Automatic numbering change, non human action. Displays
configuration make impossible to manually modify it,
avoiding illegal actions … And MORE



LOW INVESTMENT AND IMPRESIVE R.O.I.
Cost production control and adequate use could assure a MINIMUM
R.O.I. of 28% per YEAR*

LIMITED STOCK REPLACING PROGRAM
You should only replace up to 20% of your stock with CONNECTAINERS.
It can be progressively replace based in your current “old equipment
replacing plan”

REDUCTION OF YOUR GLOBAL STOCK IN A 13%
You don´t need to build more 40’HC, only ask for having 20’HC
CONNECTAINERS and optimize the use of the units as 20 or 40 feet,
depending of the demand.

* Information based in own calculations, and depending of factors as quantity of stock, correct use, etc.. . Ask for more information about how we get this numbers.

A highlight of the benefits…

…do you want to know more?



Francisco Aguilar - C.O.O.

Effective 
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Jesús García - C.E.O.

Effective 
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We are ready to solve your doubts, don’t hesitate to contact us




